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ABSTRACT: 

MODE SYHCHROHJZATIOH ALGORITHM 
FOR ASYNCHRONOUS AUTOPILOT 

Jng. Antonio SHva 
AGUSTA SISTEHI S.p.A 

Via Jsonzo 33 210~9 TRADATE ITALY 

Asynchronous ArChitectures w1th disslmilar redundancy can be employed in 
Fault-tolerant app11cat1ons to 1mprove system's insens1tivity to common-mode 
fa11ures - due to flaws 1n H/W or S/W - caused by the temporal patterns of the 
1nputs from the outs1de world. 

A problem related to asynchronous Archltectures is the synchronization of all 
changes 1n the system's operational modes, caused by discrete events that are 
sampled by each compu ta ttonal node asynchronously lfi th respect to the other 
nodes and to the 1nput transition itself. 

The proposed a1gor1thm, based. on a concept of "Retrospective Acreement• 
(agreement among all the valld nodes on the recognition of a pattern of a liven 
duration in the input stream) achieves the best compromise between fast 
response and noise and phase insensitivity, the latter being complete in terms 
of .. all or none" mode change, and flexible to accommodate redundancy management 
and varlable noise f1lter1ng effect. 
The only assumpt1ons are that all nodes in the system have the same basic fr-ame 
cycle an<1 are connected to each other for limited. information exchange. 

The need. for total agreement could prevent synchronization from occurring if 
one of the nodes falls only with respect to a particular piece of data, no 
fa11ures be1ng detected by Built-ln Test. The algorithm, though, can be applied 
to the C11sagreement condltlon, achieving synchronized isolation of the faulty 
node and subsequent reconflguration. 

True Independent operation in the computational nodes may then be kept, takin& 
full advantage of the Asynchronous Architecture, while ensuring positive and 
quas1-synchron1zed mode trans1t1ons throughout the whole system. 

INTRODUCTION 

Modern technology for GU!dance Systems in Aircraft and Missiles is nowadays 
trying to meet the ever-growing demand for performance, together with extensive 
Fault-tolerance and operat1onal safety characteristics, particularly in 
Hellcopter StabllitY Augmentat1on Systems with high authority . 

Dlstributed computing permits to achuve considera ble performances, allowing 
to Implement multlple redundancies, as well as cross-monitoring and related 
fault management pollcies, resultlng in a high degree of Fault-tolerance. 

The use of multiple redundancy has brought forward the major issues of common 
Mode Fallures, capable to defeat the System. 
The availabllity of several microprocessor fam111es wlth comparable computing 
power g1ves now the opportunl.ty to incorporate dissimilaritY in the redundancy 
and mon1tor1ng scheme. 

Common Mode Fa11ure.s not covered by dissimllarity are those caused by partic
ular Input dat.a values, Ylelding wrong results, due to flaws in the Hardware or 
1n Sof+;ware. S1nce any comput1ng system is bas1cauy a sampled-data system, 
thl:: may 11appen 1n all nodes 1f all nodes are sampling data exactly at the same 
lnst.ant, l.t-. 1£ i:he system 1s synchronous. 



T1) ove!'~~cme thls, Asynchronous D1str1buted Archltectures have been developed, 
where tlH: not1es are delll)erately out of phase by a random percentage of the 
t•BlC t'ycle rate (frame) that rema1ns however the same for all nodes 
(l~~ol~hrt~ny~~ml to Keep the system to a manageable complexity. 
Th1s appr·oarrr maKes the chances that the flaw shows up 111 all nodes negliglble, 
antt the System Des1~n 1s forced towards loosely-coupled Archltectures, effec
tlve 1n fault-propagation prevent10n, characterized by the absence of critlcal 
•:ommon Hat'dware. 111 charge of proVldlng all nodes Wlth synchronlZlng signals. 

The use of distributed Archltectures brings 1n problems, the most obvious of 
which, and certainly not the least significant is that the processors, or , 
more generally, the computing nodes, w111 have to communicate w1th each other 
to perm! t both synergy and cross-checlung. 
It 1s actually essential for the System to ensure that different nodes do not 
generate contrasting commands or messages or take decislons 1n opposite direc
tions. 

SYHCHROHISAT!OH (Or Equallsa tton): the Analogue Case 

Synchronization (or consolidation , or equalization) of a single analogue datum 
startlng from Signals coming from multiple asynchronous sources is a well known 
tOPIC. 
Several techniques, such as Hed1an Selection; plain or weighted Averaging, 
ARIMA processes or combinations of the above have been developed. , are contin
uouslY being refined, and are widely used to calculate in each asynchronous 
node a single datum that IS sufflciently similar to that calculated. in any 
other node. 

These techniques can be easilY mad.e (or are intrinsically) insensitive to the 
failure of any single node , Incorporating faulty node datum isolation, and in 
general guarantee that the output d.atum , for each node, is constantly 
drifting, more or less smoothlY, toward.s a datum that is continuously cal
culated , according to the technique used, as an appropriate "average" of all 
valid Input Signals; this Implles they are intrinsically robust and safe. 

Furthermore, In multiple sampled-data systems, the difference in the sampled 
values In any node pair cannot exceed an upper bound, rigorously determined .by 
the signal's slew rate and the worst-case delay in sampling from one node to 
another. In general, though, thiS upper bound is significant when the system is 
sampling data with a baslc cycle that is so slow to be comparable with 
Shannon's Theorem 1S m1n1mum rate; 1n practical systems a basic cycle faster 
than that at least by an order of magnltude 1s the rule. 

SYHCHROH!ZAT!OH (Or Consolldatlon): The Discrete Case 

Treaung signals With boolean values obviouslY prevents the use of techniques 
such as averaging or filters. Actually, considering the signals in continuous 
time, the techniques used for analogue signals are capa.ble to converge, 1f the 
signals show a steady state of ~uffiCient duration, but the algorithm output, 
Wlth a final threshold to obtaln again a .boolean, yields unacceptable transient 
dlfferences, causing a subset of nod.es to consolid.ate a boolean opposite to the 
other nodes. 

Another difficulty 1s that, treating booleans corning from asynchronous sources 
m the boolean domain, no upper bouna can be establ1shea that !1m1ts the 
dtff~rence 1n output from one noa.e to the others. The instantaneous difference 
In the output from any two nodes can be either ox or 1001:, and the only type of 
error upper limit U1at can be determined IS 1.n terms of phase and d.uration of 
the output InequalltY. 



!nequa11ty ~:an be caused 111 fact bY var1ous mechanisms: 

- The sampllng process appl1ed to d1scretes causes the following: 
Pulses shorter than a full bas1c cycle can rema1n undetected 1n a 
subset of the nodes. 
Every sampled level 1s stretched 1n duration to an mteger number 
of bas1c cycles (frames). 

Different phase 1n sampllng causes the follow1ng: 
samPllng of oppos1 te levels on trans1 tlon boundary 
Internode communications appear wlth additional delay at each node 
Any 1nput pulse may be measured w1th a 1-frame duration difference 
1n any node pair. 
voung and threshold mecnan1sms of any kind fail to consolidate 
consistently 1n all nodes. 

A tYPICal example show1ng voting techn1ques inadequacy for this case follows: 

Consider four nodes, C1..C4- with a 
bas1c frame cycle T where C1 1s 
synchroniZed w1th an absolute frame of 
per1od T, wh1Ie C2,C3,C4 are out of 
phase by 1,2 and 3 times T/lf res
pectively. Let us assume that the algo
r 1 thm 1s defIned as: 

If 3 out of .q. among the available signal 
sources agree, the output IS the agreed 
level, otherwise 1t rema1ns unchanged 
from the prev1ous frame. 
The 4 sources are the d1rect Input and 
the Slgnals read by the other three 
nodes, and 1t Is assumed that the t1me 
from sampling the Input and broadcast to 
the other nodes IS short w 1 th respect to 
the frame. 
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It becomes ev1dent that 1f a pulse of duratlon I/2T<.I>.<3/4T starts 
JUSt before the start of the absolute frame, 1t wlll be directly sample<! by 
CI,C2 and C3, but not by C4. But CI..C3 transm1t their sample to each other an<! 
to C4 before c.q. samples 1ts Inputs. The result is that C1 and C2 will not 
satisfy the algorlthm condition for agreement, while C3 and C4 will, even 1f 
C4-, for Instance, taKes lts decision In contrast with 1ts own sampled value . 

Threshold techniques fall as well, s1nce they are basically voting on the event 
of a certa1n t1me being elapsed w1th certain conditions, and time measurements 
can differ by one frame, caus1ng the threshold to be exceeded only in a subset 
of the nodes In the asynchronous case. 

SYNCHRONIZATION OF HODES: The nature of the Problem 

The maJor problem 1n multinodal systems Is that of synchroniZation of operatio
nal mode changes In consequence of events of discrete nature: external 
sw1 tches, reaching of thresholds, tlmeou ts ,etc. In synchronous systems , 
typically equipped With a "data input interrupt'\ all nod.es are sampling data 
at the same Instant, and thus differences may only be due to malfunctions. 
Transmission of samples from one node t.o others 1s synchronized as well, and 
the transmlSsion delay IS a known constant, in absolute terms. Appropriate 
a.1gont11ms guai~ant.ee discrete Signals consolidation In a minimum number of 
frames, s1mu!t.aneous1y In all nodes. 

In Asynchronous mu!tlnodal systems this holds no longer. The problem changes 
from t.l'1e .sele-ctlcn of an algorithm that consolldates the output in the minimum 
num!)e!~ 0f f:r.;,me.s to tl!e use of an a1gont11m that allows consol1dat10n at all. 



Ir. most such systems, discrete events are 1n fact the Key data on Whlch decl
S101:s J:"t made- al•('~Ut tlle operational mode the whole system sllOUld assume. 
Examples al~e Manoeuvre Mode, Att1tucte Hold, Tr1m, Trim Synchron1zat1on, 
AutomatiC transltions, and so on. Note how a mode change of thls sort causes 1n 
most cases a re-lnitlallzatlon of long-term datums 1n the system's Control 
Laws, :1nc! tr·om thlS PCI!lt of VIew a tran.ntlt)n 11as long memory, or "latches"; 
1n other cases a true latching process IS effectively requ1red. 
This means that, for each node consolidating a transit1on, the follow1ng proce
sslng 1s altered. 

Th1s maKes a Synchron!Zed Consolldatlon of the mode trans1tlon compulsory, 
putt1ng time response at a lower priorlty. The need is 1n fact to ensure that 
the whole system changes 1ts operat1onal mode in the same way, or does not 
change mode at all. In other words, the pr1or1 ty 1s to achieve system's consis
tency at all tlmes. 

Systems With multlple cross-checlung redundanc1es are particularly critical in 
th1s respect, since even temporary Inconsistenc1es leading to different opera
tlonal modes In different nodes can cause the checks to detect failures (that 
actually do not ex1stl that will generate cut-out commands. This occurs for 
certain when the declsion result is latched in a subset of the nodes. 

To overcome thls, the only alternative to a proper synchronizing algorithm is 
to decrease the cross-checlung sensitivity, causing a reduction in error detec
tion t1rne response and redundancy management performances, that is not accepta
ble In most cases. 

~ TYPICAL ASYNCHRONOUS ARCHITECTURE 

Let us now consider a typical architecture w1th multiple asynchronous samJ:"ling 
and compu tlng nodes. 

Cons1der H computing nodes, Ct .. CH, able 
to commun1cate to each other and recei
VIng data from the outside world via M 
sampllng nodes, SL.SH, able to provide 
fresh data to Ct .. CH wlth a frequency 
hlgher than the basic frame r of the 
System (equal 1n pertod for all [C! 
nodes). 
Let us assume that !51 refresh the data 
to ICJ In "broadcast" mode, 1.e. that 
data 1s ava1lable to any node In ICJ at 
the same Instant. communications between 
the nodes are assumed "broadcast" as 
well, and each node Is able to transm1 t 
data also to ltself. Internodal communl
catlon must be such to guarantee com
plete transfer of relevant data from CI 
to CJ In much less than a frame t1me 
T. 
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Each CI Will freeze, at the beginnlng of each of its frames, and for the entire 
frame durat10n, the whole set of Input data, consisting of : 

data from lSl 
data from the other nodes 
data from Itself 

and the "staleness" of any of these data 1s <= 'T • 

Note how, from the po1nt of v1ew of the computing nodes !CJ, the input data 
J)e considered SliDPlY a set of external asynchronous data, and as suc11 
presence of U1e samplers !SJ w111 be 1gnored In the following. 

can 
the 



T!-:!E ARCHITECTURE M•)DEL ANI• THE ALGORITHM REQUIREMENTS 

Sln(e each C1 1s a sampler w1th sampllng rate r, the phase relation between 
C'l and CJ 1s the only I~elevant flgure. It 1s always possible, without loss of 
..;:eneralltY, to rename tl1e members of !Cl so that Ci 1s the node receiving flrst 
UH• new value of a certain piece of data, and all other nodes C2 .. CN sample the 
same data In sequence, w1th CN sampllng with a delay !J. with respect to C1, 
w11ere O<:A<r 

Note ,however, that It IS Important to consider the timing oi internodal com
municatlon, since these repeat w1th a period T and thus have an effect at 
the sampling rate. The Isochronism of such communication and the sampling in 
all nodes , even If the transm1ssion bursts are out of phase, is the key to a 
s1mple solut1on to the synchronization problem. 

The worst case of asynchronism may, In v1rtue of the possibility to renumber 
the nodes, be simulated by an even temporal distribution of nodes over the 
period r, with the flrst node synchronous with an absolute sampler of 
period, r, without losing generallty, since sampling makes a phase delay of 
T/N 1dent1cal to any other phase delay in the range [O .. T) . 

The case of two or more nodes 1n synchronism is simpler than the case above, 
and 1s anyway covered by the proposed method 

The analysls of the problem With multiple trials tn several directions and. 
bear1ng m mlnd the constraints Imposed by the real-time nature of the systems, 
has generated the following requirements for a mode synchronization algorithm: 

- lndependent operat10n: the algorithm must be the same 1n all nodes and 
must be executed 1ndependent1y at the same point in each node's basic 
cycle r. 

- 1nsens1t1V1ty to no1se: the 
response 1n the whole system 
trans1ents 1n the 1nputs. 

algorithm must guarantee a synchronized. 
even in the presence of fast and. random 

- quasi-synchron1zat1on on output: all the nodes must synchronize the 
trans1t1on w1th a maXlmum difference between each other shorter than 
T. 

- robustness: lt must be 1mposs1ble for any one node to ignore a transt
tlon synchronlZed by other nodes. 

- reconflgurablllty: the algorlthm must be easily extendable to include 
features llk.e error detect1on and faulty node masking. 

effiCiency: the communications load. between nod.es, being the system 
strlctly connected, must be reduce<! to the minimum. A<!<!it1onany, since 
the algorlthm must be executed every frame tn all nodes, 1t must be 
computatlonally efficient, and must allow a substantial parallelism in 
Inputs and outputs. 

- tlme response: the basic algorithm must have the minimum time response 
to a s1gnal go1ng to a steady state condition that e·nsure the require
ments above to be met. It must, however, be easily extendable to filter 
out trans1ents shorter than an arbitrary duration. 



I•E:?CF:!PTION OF THE_ ALGORITHM 

T~·u? pt'o~·osed alg•)r11:hm !.S based on a most 1ntu1tive consideration: 

If the System l.S composed of asynchronous samplers and none of the nodes 
Knows 1ts plJ.ase relatlonshl.P Wlth the others, the s1ngle node 1s not able 
to conclude about an agreement among all nodes, 1n any selected 1nstant . 

If h~)wever we ~~ons1der all the d1screte s1gna1s com1ng from all nodes 1n 
the system as contlnuous s1gnals in the time reference of a single node, 
and a tlme w1nctow 1S exam1ned wlth a suff1c1ent duration (Integer number 
of frames) 1n the 1mmed1ate past, every node is able to compare the 
pattern of a signal, for all nodes, as 1t has evolved in time. 

The compar1son between all the temporal 1mages of the same signal as seen 
by all the nodes allows to deflne a concept of "retrospective agreement", 
that means: lf an agreement cannot be sure for the current sample, it may 
be posslble 1n the past, 1f the patterns 1n the past are close enough for 
a sufflc1ent duratiOn. 

The algorlthm lS more precisely def1ned as follows: 

G1ven that: 

1 All nodes are sampllng all 1nputs and execute the algorithm every frame 
of cturatlon r 

2 Each node commun1cates to all nodes in the system (including itself) 
the value of the d1rect 1nputs as sampled bY 1t within a time <.<.r from 
the sampllng 1nstant. 

3 Every node applles the algorithm to the images coming from the other 
nodes and from ltself (the latter read during the previous frame (see 
note)). 

Then the result 1s calculated as follows: 

• Chosen a Wlndow of N frames, If the patterns received from ALL nodes 
show a common level of the s1gna1 In at least N-1 consecutive frames, then 
the result 1s made equal to the common level. 

If none of the two loglc levels sat1sfies this condition, the logic 
value of the result remains equal to the one at the previous frame. 

NOTE : Th1s last clause 1s not mandatory , s1nce a difference of a full frame 
1s lnessentlal, but 1s useful to maKe the following discussion simpler. 

From the clauses 1 and 2 we can say that: 

a) the max1mum durat1on difference for any of the transmitted signals, as 
sampled by a nod.e reading the communication d.ata, is limited to one frame, 
source to source, ~nnce the isochronism of the samplers limits the diffe
rences only to phase effects. 

b) for the same reasons, the maximum d.lfference, 1n terms of temporal 
pos1t10n of the patterns, IS one frame. 

The algorlthm Wlll then certa1n1y consider agreed all s1gnals Wlth a steady 
state durat1on > (N-1)• r , and w111 behave as an absolute filter for au 
s1gnals wlth steady state durat1on < (N-2)M T. 
F'C"r· s1gnals W!th a steady state duratlon vnth1n the limits above,the result 
d.ep~n,:\.s on +_!';,e plrase r·e1at10n between the nodes, but Yields the same result in 



.J.l! r.:)dts. 1ndepe!1dently, w1tll a difference 1n the result phase and durauon 
)··et.ween ;.ny tw•,' n')Cte.s limited to one frame. 
The full agreement requn·ed by the algorithm automatlcal!y 11m1ts the pattern 
~~teady-state duratlon to the mimmum recognized 1n any one node. 
Rela~1ve t(l tl'le sHmals from the other sources, thls minimum s1gnal 1s either 
In J:•hase or ·)ut of phase by one frame, and anyway always in the same sense, 
s1nce otl1erw1se the W!)rst case phase shift between any two nodes would be 2 
frames. C("~nt.rad!Ctlng b). 

The fact that the patterns have to be recogmzed within a time window that is 
one frame longer than the pattern target length accommodates for both duration 
and phase differences I and guarantees that the event of recognizing the 
agreement happens (With a tolerance of one frame in absolute time) in all 
nodes. 
The differences between results among the nodes 1n terms of resulting pulse 
duratlon and phase can be easily explained in an absolute time reference. 
The algorithm has 1n fact been conceived 1n absolute terms, since the signal 
relatlons are more evident and remain undlstorted by the sampling in a partic
ular node. 
Let us cons1der a s1mple example consisting of l! completely asynchronous nodes, 
CL.Cl! . equally distributed , 1n phase, on the frame T. (Rote that this is 
also a worst case for synchronization). 
The s1gnals retransmitted by each node after sampling are shown. The effect of 
sampllng 1s ev1dent, stretching the transmitted signals to integer multiples of 
T. The effect of phase relations 1s also evident, both on sampled values 
and on the phase of retransm1ss1on. 

In cont1nuous terms, It appears clear 
how the conditions al and bl are satls
fled, but Interestlng 1s the v1rtua1 
s1gnal that identlfles I In the contin
uous time, the full agreement between 
all four nodes. This signal 1s the tem
poral 1nter section of the s1gnals tran
smit ted by all nodes, and as such 1s 
un1que {ln the continuous tlme l ana 1s 
shorter t11an or equal to any of the tran 
smitted signals. 

If th1s signal comprises N-1 contiguous 
samp.J.lng 1nstants for any node, then ALL 
nodes Wlll recog n1ze an N-1 frames 
pattern 1n all signals 1n an N-frame 
WindOW. 
In fact the full agreement s1gnal starts 
synchro nously with the sample of the 
latest node , Cl! , and , to contain N-1 
samples for 1t, must be of duration 
greater than IN-21• T 

But, since thls s1gnal 1s the temporal 
Intersection of all transm1 t ted sig
nals, this means that ALL these 
signals have a duration greater than (N-
2)1T and since the s1gnals come 
from sampllng, thelr duration cannot be 
but an Integer multiple of T, and so 
must be at least (N-l)n. 
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Thls iiDPlles th.lt at least N-1 contiguous samples are present 
pat.terns, and , .s1nc:e the phase relatiOn 1s limlted Wlthln one 
P·Ht.;o!'ns are r·ecogr.I'3ed Wl"Uun an N-frame window 1n ALL nodes. 

1n all 
frame, 

the 
the 

C:n +.he ccntrary, 1f no node ex1sts for which the full agreement signal com
pr·::..ses N-~ .:,;.;.rrq:les, +.lu.s means +.11at at least for one node tlle transmitted 
.:.:1g:·.;:.l 1~:; ~:J·:~·~~~.e!~ t.::.a.r: N~t fl~~me.s, 1.e, N-2 frames or less, and no node w111 be 
-1~·.;~ !'~';.:-g::1:e an N-! fr·a:nt pattern u: all signals w1th1n the w1ndow. 



:"!-J:s te('ll.nHtue GJ.n be applled to bOth 1og1c levels lhdependently, and for 
N ,: 3 H1e mutual exclu.non of agreement on the two levels lS Intrinsically 
guaranteed, and so no ambigultles are possible. 

Wilen no asreement can be reached on either level, i.e. <luring fast transitions 
of the Input. or 1n response to short pulses, the algorithm does not change the 
result from that obtained at the prev10us frame. This decision may be consi
der•ed questionable, but, also 1n the llli:ht of examples, and considertng that in 
a sampled data system short pulses may be lost due to its nature anyway, seems 
the most sensible approach; obviously, the result will have to be properly 
1n1t1allzed at startup, and the signals history as well, to obtain a consistent 
steady state. 

The following 1og1c networK depicts this algorithm for N 
log1c levels, With 4 asynchronous nodes. 

C1 
3-STAGE 

FIFO 

C2 
3-STAGE 

FIFO 

RESULT 

C3 
3-STAGE 

FIFO 

3 , worKing on both 

C4 
3-STAGE 

FIFO 

Note that result retentlon 1n case of no agreement has been implemented in the 
simplest way, ty1ng the two agreement stgnals to the inputs of a S/R Flip-Flop. 
Slnce the two agreement Signals are mutually exclusive and the lack of agree
ment does not alter the Fllp-Flop status, its output Q is the desired result. 



; 11 a ~-o::-dunctant system. 1t 1s common pr-acuce to liDPlement complex BUllt-ln Test 
::..:n,:t 1 ,-,~:.::. capa.l)le to l.Sl)!J.tf' malfunct1on1ng nodes. The algorithm can be exten
ded t<• 1ncorporate a "mastung" of faulty nodes' data, s1mp!y forcing the pat
tern recogn1t1on s1gnals for such nodes to thelr act1ve state, before the flnal 
full agreement gate, as shown 1n the f1gure. 

Cl 
VALIDITY 

C2 
VALIDITY 

C3 
VALIDITY 

C4 
VALIDITY 

The agreement 1s then dependent only on the signals coming from tne working 
nodes, s1nce the agreement of faulty nodes is forced unconditionally. 

ERROR DETECTION AND ISOLATION CAPABILITIES 

Th1s algorlthm can be e~ tended to lnclude two forms of error detection and 
management: faulty node data !solation and. failsafe operation. 

: Faulty node data 1solat1on. 

Apparently, th!S algorithm , although safe, can lead. to a stuck. system only 
because a s1ngle failed node r-ema1ns 1n disagreement with the others. 
Th1s cond1t1on, however, 1f the actual Input discretes are not 1n continued 
trans1t1on, can be synchronlzed as any other boolean among all nodes, or at 
least among all worlung nodes. 
If the fa11ure of a node 1s such to deeply alter its functions, the Built-in 
Test functions w111 Isolate that node wlthln reasonable time. If instead the 
failure 1s more subtle, llke reading a Single discrete in a stuck level in that 
node, the agreement among all nodes (pOSSiblY excluding the suspect noael, on 
the fact that that node has been 111 disagreement with all others for a suffi
Cient period of tlme, guarantees that the set of working nodes synchronously 
decides to exclude 1t, and, 1f the suspect node 1s able to run the algorithm, 
lt 1s able to decide, IndependentlY and synchronously, to shut itself down. 

Fallsafe operation. 

In the case when common mode errors affect all nodes of one type, and no 
maJority agreement 1s reachable, lt is however always possible to reach an 
agreement on an unresolved Sltuatlon t1med out, and on this basis to force the 
result to a fallsafe level 1n all work1ng nodes. This condltion must latch and 
·:3.PP!'OPl'late messages must be sent to the outside world. 



E::-~!CIEW'Y IN CASE OF MULTIPLE DISCRETE INPUTS 

S1n1;e 'Ul€' alg!)rltl1m IS based only on lo~ucal operations on blts stored 1n 
memory, .3.J1l1 Since the maJoritY of processing unlts IS able to operate simulta
ne!)Usly on all tlle l1 I"ts 1n an arlthmetic unlt's register, lf the history of 
s1gnals belonging to the same class, 1.e. with same N-frame window, IS kept in 
memory wlth all l)lts "pacKed'' In words , lt lS possible to apply the algorithm 
on the ent1re word, obtaining a word result and reducing execution time by a 
:factor equal to tl1e number of discretes processed in parallel. 
The mask111g opeJ'atlons may be done in parallel , as well as fault !solation and 
reversion to failsafe result. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Asynchronous redundant architectures have long been regarded as risky, in terms 
of possible artifacts occurring due to thelr nature and diffiCUlt to antici
pate, In particular 1n management of boolean entities. This algorithm is 
bel1eveo. to relleve much of these concerns and to allow such architectures to 
fully explolt thelr capab!llties, wlth a reasonable price in terms of computa
tional Ioad1ng. 
Asynchronous loosely coupled architectures, including simpler and.. cheaper 
hardware conflguratron, no hardware weak points, independent processing, lower 
chance of common mode failures and overall benefits in terms of cost and 
rellabillty , can be employed wlthout the deterrent of extensive communication 
needs to solve synchronizatlon issues. 
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